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1 Introduction

Odour sensing is an important ability for living creatures
[1]. For gas-sensitive robots, it can be utilised for detecting
gas leaks or exploring areas which are full of lethal fumes.
Currently, people normally use land robots for building gas
distribution maps, but if we apply the technique onto an un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV), it can overcome the limita-
tion of terrains and complete tasks with a faster speed [2,3].
However, the influence of turbulence created by itself has
not been evaluated. In this study, we used a mini drone for
evaluating odour-sensing influence with different flying pat-
terns.

2 Methods

For land robots, to minimise turbulence, one method is
to fix the mobile robot move at slow speed [4]. However, a
drone can bring strong wind even when it is hovering. To
solve the problem, we first considered what kind of airflow
influenced the outcome. When a drone is hovering, it cre-
ates a downside airflow, but when it is moving, it tilts and
creates a horizontal wind blow which influences odour con-
centration around.

To verify the assumption, in the experiment, we used
a mini drone (Mambo FPV, Parrot, France) and mounted a
gas sensor (MiCS-5524, SGX Sensortech, Switzerland) just
right under one of the propellers. In this way, during flight,
the downwash airflow can attract odourants which lead to
a higher sensitivity. As shown in Figure 1, the gas sensor
was connected to a micro-computer (Bluno Nano, DFRobot,
China) and passed the reading value to a computer via Blue-
tooth for further analysing.

Figure 2a shows two different scanning directions for
recording the ethanol concentration distribution in one cor-
ner of a room (5.0 × 4.7 m; scanning area: 2 × 1.5 m) with
a mini drone and an odour source was put at the height of
0.6 m at spot 6. With this setup, first we held the gas sensor
(height = 0.5 m) with hands without using a drone, followed
direction 1 and stopped at each sampling spot for 10 sec-
onds. This result can be a reference for showing no drone-
caused turbulence distribution. Second, by using Python,

Figure 1: Mini drone’s setup

(a) Two different scanning directions

(b) Lateral view of the environment

Figure 2: Environment setups

we made the drone followed both directions with the con-
ventional method [5]. The time cost spent on moving be-
tween two sampling spot was 1 second. The third method
was making the drone fly at a lower altitude (height = 0.3
m) between sampling spots but climbed up when it was col-
lecting data as shown in Figure 2b. As the drone was not at
the same height as the odour source, this may decrease the
effect of turbulence.

3 Results

Based on the measurement results, we can plot the odour
distribution with linear interpolation calculation. Figure 3



(a) Measuring without a drone (N = 3) (b) Flying at the same height (N = 8) (c) Changing altitude during flight (N = 8)

Figure 3: Comparison of different methods (blue marker: direction 1, red marker: direction 2)

shows the result by using different moving directions. As
the downwash airflow created by the drone brought the
odourants from the top, the peak values (appeared at spot 6)
of 3b and 3c were significantly higher than 3a, the measure-
ment without turbulence (P < 0.05, Steel-Dwass test). Still,
in 3b, there were odour concentration differences between
moving directions especially the spot near the source (spot
5, 6 and 7; P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test), whereas there
was no significant difference observed in 3c (P > 0.05).

4 Discussion

By using a drone, the downwash airflow can help the
drone get higher reading values which increased the sensi-
tivity at the same time, but the time delay between the first
and last measurements is a disadvantage of this serial sam-
pling method for creating an odour distribution map and the
delay prolongs more than half an hour in a larger environ-
ment [6]. However, there is a trade-off between the time de-
lay and resolution of the map, i.e. high resolution requires
more time for sampling. Since fast movement is an advan-
tage of UAVs, the sampling time can be shortened for reduc-
ing this time delay.

In this study, we show that the flying pattern (moving
direction and altitude changing) can influence the gas distri-
bution a lot. During moving between spots, the airflow in-
fluenced the odour distribution as the drone tilted and gen-
erated horizontal airflows which influenced the concentra-
tion of next sampling spot. By changing the altitude during
flight, this phenomenon was minimised though the centre of
source still has higher reading values comparing with no-
turbulence condition.

Some flying insects such as hawk moth also go up and
down during odour tracking flight [7] which are similar to
our method. For UAVs, the strategy can be implemented and
it can be utilised for not only constructing a map but also for
odour plume tracking. Though the reason why insects fly
in this way is still unknown, this study may contribute to
understanding this behaviour in the time to come.
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